METHODS OF THE PATTERN FORMATION IN NUMERICAL MODELING OF BIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS
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Abstract. Evolution of different systems can be described in terms of their relaxation to the minimums of some effective potential relief. This observation leads us to face us with a question how to generate corresponding potential patterns which describe adequately various physical and biological systems. In this review, we present a number of different ways of generating such potentials demanded by the problems of different kinds. For example, we reproduce such a generation in the framework of a simple theory of phase transitions, automatic blocking of the growing phase nucleation and universal large scale structure. Being frozen at late stages of their evolution they form majority of meta-stable structures which we observe in real world. Counting on above-mentioned universality of naturally-generated fractal structures and their further utilization in numerical simulations of biological problems, we reproduce also formal algorithms of generation of such structures based on random deposition technique and Fourier-transform approaches.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A large problem of experimental biology is that we are dealing with systems which are very fragile and sensitive and behave statistically, which means that often no kind of experiment is possible, and if so, only at extremely high costs and usually without proper control samples/experiments. This is one of the most important fundamental differences between experimental biology and other experimental disciplines dealing with non-biological matter. Again, the most helpful approach in this context would be modeling, which can then be used as an experimental platform “in silico” in order to predict...
outcomes in real biological experiments. In some cases, a ‘virtual’ experiment may even be the only viable possibility.

These considerations lead to the insight that in many instances experimental biology can profit from new methods made possible by novel modeling techniques that take advantage of the recent developments in modeling and visualization. In many concrete examples we will need numerical generation of the effective potential. If effective potential is known and dynamic equations are properly written, the system is attracted to the correct configurations by itself. The potential can appear in real space, or in some imaginary space of parameters. In some sense, it does not matter. However, it can matter and it should matter from either physical or biological points of view for particular problems, where the potential has some specific meaning.

In this review, we will present some practically useful and technically convenient examples of effective potentials (or patterns, if we are talking more definitely about their formation in 2D or 3D spaces). From the very beginning, one can divide them into two large classes.

2. SIMPLE THEORY OF PHASE TRANSITIONS AND PATTERN FORMATION

One kind the potentials are abstract numerically generated formations which are simple enough and convenient for the theoretical numerical simulations. The other ones are provoked by the studies of the specific, experimentally observed systems. In this latter case, the degree of simplicity of the potential or the procedure of its generation is not so important because in such a case we are more interested in the potential (surface, pattern, density distribution, etc.) by itself at the final stage of the study, or maybe even as a goal of the particular research. For example, if we would like to know how this particular picture could appear self-consistently.

Keeping this in mind, we will continuously jump between these two opposite limits. Sometimes, using very abstract models to illustrate general ideas, or simply to generate the equations, reproducing what we have observed, even without complete motivation. But, sometimes, we will devote almost the whole study to an extraction of the equations or procedures from particular nature of the problem under consideration. The same note can be done about dimensionality of the surface (potential, line, etc.) generated by a procedure. In some cases it is enough to create 1D line with specific properties. It is important to note that even for such “trivial” case our motivation can be different. For example, it can be made just for simplicity of further application of the generated object. However, in many cases, it can be even more correct than to generate and apply 2D pattern and use it.

It can be proven that for many problems of contact mechanics, real 3D problem can be exactly transformed to the 1D model! It is so-called Method of Dimensionality Reduction (MDR) invented and actively developed last during decades by Valentin Popov and co-workers [1]. The cases of the MDR application we will mention in this paper and specially discuss them in corresponding sections.

It should be additionally mentioned that the absolute majority of patterns, we have used in studies of biological problems under consideration, were generated by simulations of physical or chemical kinetic processes. Below, we basically report on the methods of physical kinetics. For example, the ideas from fluctuation theory, phase separation, and phase transitions can be applied for pattern generation. Of course, it is practically impossible
to reproduce all the mathematical foundations of this branch of science, which are published in hundreds of the handbooks starting from the 19th century. Thus, in many cases, we will simply suppose that it is either known or can be proven.

Independently of the accuracy and correctness of the terminology, one can start from a very formal and methodically transparent approach. Let us suppose that there is fluctuating density \( \rho(x) \) randomly distributed originally at \( t=0 \) in one-dimensional space \( \{x\} \). Random initial distribution means that fluctuations \( \delta \rho(x,t) \) on average are equal to zero \( <\delta \rho(x,t)> = 0 \) and originally independent at every point and time of the system \( <\delta \rho(x,t) \delta \rho(x',t')> = D \delta(x-x') \rho(t-t') \). It is so-called \( \delta \)-correlated noise.

In the majority of real systems the densities of fluctuations interact. These interactions can cause mutual attraction and enforcement of the fluctuations leading to the nucleation of the regions with nonzero density \( \rho(x) \) and their expansion in space.

One of the most accepted theories of this process is Landau theory [2] of phase transitions (which can be treated as a combination of main interactions within the system in the framework of the simplified “mean field” theory). Main idea of Landau theory is that energy of the system can be expressed as a function of the so-called “order parameter” density. In particular, it can be a functional \( U(\rho(x)) \) of spatially distributed real density \( \rho(x) \). The simplest variant of the theory corresponds to the case, when local form \( U(\rho(x)) \rightarrow U(\rho) \) of the energy (depending on uniform variable \( \rho \) ) has two minimums corresponding to “ordered” \( \rho=\rho_0 \neq 0 \) and “disordered” \( \rho=0 \) states.

Depending of the relationship between the energy minimums \( U(\rho_0) \) and \( U(\rho=0) \) one or another state is energetically preferable. For example, if \( U(\rho_0)<U(\rho=0) \) and the system originally was in another state \( \rho(t=0)=0 \), it can be transferred from it to the energetically preferable state with \( \rho=\rho_0 \neq 0 \).

Typical form of local energy \( U(\rho) \) corresponding to this quantitative discussion is shown in Fig.1 In fact, this form can be correctly derived from a microscopic description of the system, but this is outside of our scope here. Let us just suppose that we have correct function of the energy and can represent this in as simple form as possible. Starting from a beginning of the 20th century, when physicists were building modern quantum mechanics they told: “if you do not know what to do with a function, expand it into the series”. We will follow this wise rule and suppose that local energy, depending on the density, can be approximately written in the following form:

\[
U(\rho) = \tau \rho^2 + b \rho^3 + g \rho^4 + o(\rho)
\]  

Symbol \( o(\rho) \) means that one part of the energy, which is relatively small in comparison to others, can be neglected. At proper choice of parameters \( \tau \), \( b \) and \( g \) in expansion \( U(\rho)=\tau \rho^2+b \rho^3+g \rho^4+o(\rho) \), the function gets a qualitative form with two different minimums corresponding to the above discussion.
Thus, one can expect that if we start from initially disordered fluctuating field ρ(x) and write proper kinetic equation we would get a process of its ordering ρ(x)→ρ₀. Unfortunately, it only sounds easily to do this, when function ρ(x) is not uniform. Generally, densities ρ(x) in different points are different and interact one with another. Thus, the total energy has some nonlocal addition due to the interaction:

\[ U_{\text{nonlocal}}[ρ(x)] = \int dx₁ dx₂ ρ(x₁)V(|x₁ - x₂|)ρ(x₂) \quad (2) \]

As already-mentioned above in the Introduction, such nonlocal forms in the numerical modeling because it leads to the time consuming calculations. Especially, it is the case, if \( V(|{x}_1 - {x}_2|) \) represents a long range interaction. However, next simplification can be done, if the interaction is short-ranged enough. We will not present complete proof of this step and only ascertain that it is possible to expand energy \( U_{\text{nonlocal}}[ρ(x)] \) over gradients \( \nabla ρ=\partial ρ/\partial x \) of density \( ρ(x) \). In a standard case, it can be transformed into the following form:

\[ U_{\text{nonlocal}}[ρ(x)] \approx \int dx[a(ρ(x))^2 + c(∇ρ(x))^2 + ...] \quad (3) \]

The first term here joins analogous local term \( τρ^2 \) in the expansion Eq. (1) and simply renormalizes it \((τ+α)→τ\). Gradient term \( c(∇ρ)^2 \) is qualitatively more important. It conserves information about the interaction between the densities in different points of the space.

Normally it tends to make the densities in different points close one to another and total density distribution \( ρ(x) \) smoother. It is the main reason why originally uncorrelated fluctuations of density \( <δρ(x,t)δρ(x',t')>=Dδ(x-x')ρ(t-t') \) tend to the ordered state with \( <δρ(x,t)>=0 \) and \( <ρ(x,t→∞)>=ρ₀=\text{const} \).

In this place, the reader can ask us: why do we need so complex description, if after all everything tends to the simple constant \( ρ₀=\text{const} \)? The main problem here lies in the words “after all”. We are not interested in trivial final of the kinetic process, but in its intermediate state. Absolute majority of real surfaces and substances are “frozen” in an intermediate states of the kinetic process and namely at these stages they produce...
practically important patterns with non-uniform $\rho(x)$ with nonzero gradients $\nabla \rho$. Moreover, in many cases (for more complex systems than we study right now) even final stage of the kinetic process are domains and other structures with non-uniform distributions $\rho(x)$. Below we will study some of them, but now let us return to the simplest (!) case.

Combining Eqs. (1) and (3) one can write energy functional in the following form [3]:

$$\Phi[\rho(x)] = \int dx \left\{ \frac{C}{2} (\nabla \rho(x))^2 + \frac{\tau}{2} \rho(x)^2 + \frac{b}{3} \rho(x)^3 + \frac{g}{4} \rho(x)^4 + \ldots \right\} =$$

$$= \int dx \left\{ \frac{C}{2} (\nabla \rho(x))^2 + F(\rho(x)) \right\}$$

However, if it is still not enough to write down complete equation for the fluctuating density [4]:

$$\partial \rho(x,t) / \partial t = -\gamma \delta \Phi[\rho(x,t)] / \delta \rho(x,t)$$

If $\rho(x,t)$ really fluctuates, it is not only random value $\langle \delta \rho(x,t) \delta \rho(x',t') \rangle$ with intensity of $D$ at the beginning of the process, but it continues to fluctuate further. It means that Eq. (5) should include also a source of random fluctuations $\zeta(x,t)$. Mathematically, it has the same properties as the initial condition for the fluctuations of density:

$$\langle \zeta(x,t) \rangle = 0, \quad \langle \zeta(x,t) \zeta(x',t') \rangle = D \delta(x-x') \delta(t-t') .$$

This random source stays in the right hand side of the equation of motion

$$\partial \rho(x,t) / \partial t = -\gamma \delta \Phi[\rho(x,t)] / \delta \rho(x,t) + \zeta(x,t)$$

and cause generation of new fluctuations during the whole process of the density nucleation. Eq. (7) is already equation of motion for this simplest (!) model. Taking into account explicit form Eq. (4) of the functional $\Phi[\rho(x)]$ and performing the variation $\delta \Phi[\rho(x,t)] / \delta \rho(x,t)$ one can write the form of the kinetic equation that is more convenient for the solution:

$$\partial \rho(x,t) / \partial t = -\gamma (c \Delta \rho(x,t) + \tau \rho(x,t)^2 + b \rho(x,t)^3 + g \rho(x,t)^4) + \zeta(x,t)$$

where $\Delta \rho(x)$ is Laplasian operator which in 1D case is equal simply to second derivative $\partial^2 \rho(x)/\partial x^2$.

Starting from the random distribution, the density evolves with time according to the Eq. (8). The barrier in the local part of energy $F(\rho(x))$ does not allow majority of the density fluctuations to grow immediately to the minimum corresponding to the nonzero equilibrium density $\rho_0=\text{const}$. The only relatively large fluctuations can pass the barrier and grow. They grow in both senses: their amplitude at maximum tends to $\rho_0$ and they expand in space [5, 6].

The same logics can be easily expanded into 2D space where corresponding pattern of the density will appear. Typical intermediate configuration with different nuclei of nonzero density is shown in Fig. 2.
rate of the kinetic process in Eq. (8). If the characteristic time $1/\gamma$ of evolution of the distribution $\rho(x,t)$ to the equilibrium $\rho_0$ is extremely long in comparison with other times of a problem, one can ignore the evolution of the density at all and treat its intermediate distribution as practically static. It has some ideological analogy with the galaxies developing for billions of years. It is much longer than our life and majority of the processes on our planet. So, the galactic patterns can be treated as practically static ones.

![Fig. 2 Typical intermediate pattern appearing as a result of solution of Eq. (8)](image)

However, in many cases the kinetic process may be really stopped by some natural reasons at an intermediate stage. Normally it happens when the system is actually open to the external influences or consists of a number of interacting subsystems. In the first case, external forces can cause change of the coefficients of energy expansion Eq. (4) already in the course of the density evolution. As result, the system starts its development to some equilibrium at the given form of $F(\rho)$ and finishes in absolutely another equilibrium corresponding to modified functional $F(\rho)$. In the second case, alternating interactions between the subsystems can lead to the growth of different densities in different domains of the space. When such growing domains meet each other, they mutually block further expansion and build a static (or maybe very slowly shifting) domain wall between them. Such blocking leads to the fixation of the domain structure and on large scale forms a pattern including many domains of different sizes.

The simplest way of obtaining such domain structure is to use expansion $F(\rho)$ with even terms only:

$$
\Phi[\rho(x)] = \int dx \left[ \frac{c}{2} (\nabla \rho(x))^2 + \frac{\tau}{2} \rho(x)^2 + \frac{g}{4} \rho(x)^4 + \frac{\mu}{6} \rho(x)^6 + ... \right] =
\int dx \left[ \frac{c}{2} (\nabla \rho(x))^2 + F(\rho(x)) \right]
$$

(9)

Corresponding equation of motion with the functional Eq. (9) leads to the typical domain structure shown in Fig. 2.
3. AUTOMATIC BLOCKING OF THE NUCLEATION AND FREEZING OF THE PROCESS

In both previous cases, telling about almost frozen kinetics, we have supposed that it this process is simply much slower than other ones in a particular model. However, it was shown more than 20 years ago that since the formation of new phase nuclei includes processes that prevent their appearance and growth in other regions in space, it should result in autostabilization of an intermediate mixed state. One can call it “automatic blocking of the nucleation” [7].

Normally it is caused by the nonlocal (long-range) interactions which are caused in an ordered process by itself. From the introduction, we remember that numerical modeling does not like nonlocal interactions because of an extreme time consumption required for these calculations. However, it is possible to show that the effect of blocking long-range interaction can be approximately included by some local additions to the above models. Various mechanisms for the formation of an effective long-range interaction in such systems can be analyzed. Here we will mention only a couple of them. Normally, formation of the substance (and the surface, which is needed here) includes the reaction of a crystal lattice (striction) to a change in magnitude of order parameter \( \rho(x,t) \) during a phase transition. One can show that in a relatively simple case of an isotropic medium and quadratic striction, the local energy functional of the free energy is modified in the following manner [3]:

\[
\Phi[\rho(x)] = \int dx \left[ \sum_{i,k} \left( \mathcal{C}_{ii} \frac{\nabla \rho(x)}{\partial} \right)^2 + \mathcal{F}(\rho(x)) + \sum_{i,k} \left( g_{ii} \rho(x)^2 u_{ik} + \frac{k_2}{2} u_{ik}^2 + \mu (u_{ik} - \frac{1}{3} \delta_{ik} u_{il})^2 \right) \right]
\]

(10)

If the lattice vibrations manage to follow the variations of \( \rho(x,t) \), we can utilize condition \( \delta \Phi[\rho,u]/\delta u_{ik}=0 \) to eliminate variables \( u_{il} \) and get, after some standard mathematical transformations, an effective functional solely in terms of field \( \rho(x,t) \):

\[
\Phi[\rho(x)] = \int dx \left[ \sum_{i,k} \left( \mathcal{C}_{ii} \frac{\nabla \rho(x)}{\partial} \right)^2 + \tilde{\mathcal{F}}(\rho(x)) + \frac{\kappa}{2V} \rho(x)^2 \right] \]

(11)

Here \( \tilde{\mathcal{F}}(\rho(x)) \) is the renormalized local form of \( \mathcal{F}(\rho(x)) \) with the same structure as the original function \( \mathcal{F}(\rho) \) (we shall henceforth omit the tilde), and constant \( \kappa \) is defined by...
expression $\kappa = \left( q^2 / 2V \right) \left[ \left( k / 2 + 2\mu / 3 \right)^{-1} - \left( k / 2 + 2\mu / 3 \right)^{-3} \right]$. Constant $P$ is determined by the external pressure or other constraints which prevent free expansion of the crystal (twins, defects, etc.) and, in turn, fix the sign of $\kappa$. When $P > \mu$, $\kappa > 0$; otherwise $\kappa < 0$.

Nonlocal construction $\int dx' \left[ \rho(x)^2 \int dx'' \rho(x'') \right]$ in functional $\Phi[\rho(x)]$ generates a term with a long-range effect in the equation of motion for the field variable

$$\partial \rho(x,t) / \partial t = -\gamma \left[ \Delta \rho + \partial F / \partial \rho - \frac{\kappa}{2V} \rho(x,t) \int dx' \rho(x',t)^2 \right] + \zeta(x,t)$$

whose presence significantly accelerates or slows down (or even totally stops) the ordering process, depending on both the magnitude and sign of $\kappa$. Typical picture of blocked almost static domains is shown in Fig. 4.

![Fig. 4 Formation of the domain structure in the kinetics at the presence of self-blocking. Two different kinds of domains are shown by red and blue colors, respectively. It is important to note that the last stage here is the practically final one and does not develop further with time.](image)

Let us discuss on one more example of an interaction, which leads to a similar model. The local variation of the order parameter is accompanied by the evolution or absorption of heat (depending on whether the transition is to the low- or high-temperature phase). This results from heat conduction in heating (cooling) of the surrounding regions of space, which, of course, slows down the transition process in all cases. This mechanism seems to be universal, and its effectiveness is determined only by the relationship between the rates of the nucleation and heat-conduction processes. The local heating (cooling) of a system in a region, where a nucleus appears, can be taken into account by assuming that quantity $\tau$ in expressions (9) is a function of position and time. The kinetic equation for the order parameter should be supplemented by an equation which describes the evolution of $\tau = \tau(x,t)$. The latter equation should be a heat-conduction equation with the heat removal and with a source $\beta[\rho]$, whose intensity is proportional to the rate of change of the free energy, i.e. $\beta[\rho] = \partial \rho / \partial t \cdot \delta \Phi / \delta \rho$.

As a result, we have the following system of the connected equations [7]:

$$\partial \rho(x,t) / \partial t = -\gamma \left[ \Delta \rho + \partial F / \partial \rho - \frac{\kappa}{2V} \rho(x,t) \int dx' \rho(x',t)^2 \right] + \zeta(x,t); \quad \text{(13)}$$

$$\partial \tau(x,t) / \partial t = \alpha \Delta \tau(x,t) - \partial \rho(x,t) / \partial t \cdot \delta \Phi[\rho(x,t)] / \delta \rho(x,t) + \zeta(x,t)$$

$$\text{(14)}$$
Before starting discussion of the results of the numerical experiments, we show that with some roughening of the model, the mechanism under consideration can be described in terms of a single field variable \( \rho(x,t) \), which evolves in accordance with an equation similar to Eq. (12). The physical arguments, which lead to a functional like Eq. (11) in this case, too, are fairly simple. Each growing domain of the new phase creates a non-uniform temperature field \( \tau(x,t) \) around itself. Owing to the heat conduction, the temperature at other points in space deviates from trial temperature altering the conditions for the growth of other domains at those points. This signifies the appearance of an effective long-range field accompanying the nucleation process in the system. Relating the variation of the temperature field to the order-parameter field \( \rho(x,t) \), we obtain an energy functional \( \Phi[\rho] \) like that in Eq. (11). In fact, when the fluctuations of \( \tau(x,t) \) are "turned on" in a system with a temperature equal to the heat-bath temperature \( \tau_0 \), after a unit of time the mean value of \( \tau(x,t) \) deviates from \( \tau_0 \) by

\[
\langle \tau \rangle - \tau_0 = \frac{1}{V} \int_0^1 dx \frac{\tau_0}{\tau_0} - \frac{1}{V} \int_0^1 \rho^2.
\] (15)

The mutual influence of the domains of the new phase becomes significant, when they become so large (and this is seen from the results of numerical experiments) that the energy of the domain boundaries between the ordered and unordered phases can be neglected. As result, we arrive at a functional like Eq. (1), which was obtained to describe striction effects in the kinetics of a first-order phase transition. In some cases, this makes it possible, in principle, to disregard the specific mechanism for realizing the long-range effect accompanying the first-order phase transition and to formally analyze models with nonlocalities of the general form.

4. LARGE SCALE STRUCTURE OF THE FLUCTUATING FIELD. UNIVERSALITY AND SCALING

Trial structure of the energy functional has direct relation to the microscopic interactions in the system. In many cases, it can be even analytically derived from the microscopic theory. It means that the coefficients of the expansions used in the kinetic equations above have well defined specific values and in turn should completely determine density distributions \( \rho(x,t) \) and as result the structure of the contact surface.

However, it is well known that absolute majority of real surfaces have practically universal (scaling) structure with the power low distribution of the relief. It means that if there is no special reason to produce another structure, it should appear due to universal kinetic process which makes difference in the initial energy functional negligible.

As we saw in the previous section, ordering transition is anticipated by nonlinear excitations, which can be interpreted as nucleation centers. The kinetics of the first-order phase transition in different physical systems has been the subject of intensive studies. As a rule, the ordering of a metastable disordered phase is due to the fluctuation production and finally to the growth of the nucleus of the stable phase. In a first-order phase transition, there is a change in some order parameter between these two phases, which lowers the free energy as the new phase forms.
The corresponding local energy density $F(\rho)$ must have a metastable minimum and be energetically favorable. However, the free energy is transformed due to the fluctuations. This change is especially essential in the critical region at a second-order transition.

It is well known from the theory of critical phenomena that the fluctuations manifest themselves by renormalization of critical exponents. But, the renormalization group (RG) method allows one not only to perform purely numerical calculations of critical exponents, but also to predict some qualitatively new effects which could not be obtained within conventional approaches, e.g., within the Landau approximation, applied above. Among them, there are qualitative effects, such as the fluctuation-induced first-order phase transition. This effect takes place in some anisotropic systems, where the renormalized free energy $\tilde{F}(\rho)$ undergoes transformations, which are typical for the first-order phase transition. The same kind of the nucleation centers can be found in a fluctuation-induced first order transition. However, one can expect that even in the situation, when the fluctuations are not strong enough to change the transition order, they manifest themselves somehow. The mean field model is very convenient for analytical study, but it reduces the fluctuation interaction, and it is impossible to control a correction which should be done to the free energy with account of the neglected fluctuations [8].

A more correct approach was developed almost 50 years ago. It states that the fluctuations renormalize energy functional $\Phi[\rho(x,t)]$ according to so-called renormalization group (RG) equation $\partial \Phi / \partial l = \mathcal{R}\Phi$. Here we do not need the complex exact form of the RG equation and use its simplified approximate version:

$$\mathcal{R}\Phi = -\int d^d r \left\{ (d-2) \frac{\rho(\vec{r})}{2} + \vec{r} \nabla_r \rho(\vec{r}) \right\} \frac{\delta \Phi}{\delta \rho(\vec{r})} + \int d^d r \left[ \frac{\delta^2 \Phi}{\delta \rho(\vec{r}) \delta \rho(\vec{r}')} - \frac{\delta \Phi}{\delta \rho(\vec{r})} \frac{\delta \Phi}{\delta \rho(\vec{r}')} \right]$$

(16)

where $d$ is the space dimensionality.

The first term in Eq. (16) corresponds to a simple scale transformation of the density distribution $\rho(x,t)$ and the second term appears due to the integration over internal fluctuations inside small regions after scale transformations. According to the general RG hypothesis in critical point of the phase transition (exactly, where the ordering of $\rho(x,t)$ takes place) the functional $\Phi \rightarrow \Phi'$ tends to the fixed point $\partial \Phi' / \partial l = \mathcal{R}\Phi' = 0$.

Let us study now the time-space evolution of fluctuating density $\rho(x,t)$ in this state. We plan to show that $\rho(x,t)$ produces a well-pronounced large-scale structure in spite of its scale invariance on average. As always kinetic equation can be written in the form: $\partial \rho / \partial t = -\gamma \delta \Phi^* \rho / \delta \rho + \zeta$. At every time moment, average probability $W=\langle \rho(x,t) \rangle$ to find density distribution $\rho(x,t)$ is determined by functional $w(\rho)=\exp(-\Phi(\rho))$. This probability develops with time according to the equation:

$$\partial W / \partial t = \langle d^d r \frac{\delta w(\rho)}{\delta \rho} \partial \rho / \partial t \rangle \ .$$

(17)

By combining Eq. (16) with condition $\mathcal{R}\Phi' = 0$ and $\partial \rho / \partial t = -\gamma \delta \Phi^* \rho / \delta \rho + \zeta$, one can obtain that in the critical point time the evolution of probability $W=\langle \rho(x,t) \rangle$ is reduced to the simple scale transformation:

$$\partial W / \partial t = \langle w(\rho) \left[ \int d^d r (d-2) \frac{\rho}{2} + \vec{r} \nabla_r \rho \right] \frac{\delta \Phi'}{\delta \rho} \rangle \ .$$

(18)
Physically it means the following: at the point of the transition energy, the functional becomes the universal one $\Phi \rightarrow \Phi'$. The kinetic equation based on this functional produces with time new realizations of $\rho(r,t)$ with the same statistical properties, but larger scales. In the limit $t \rightarrow \infty$, the structure becomes scale invariant. This structure is generally similar to that found in the intermediate stage of the nucleation process at first-order phase transitions, but it never finishes in static ordering.

To calculate practically some particular realization of the density in the critical point, one can solve numerically equation $\partial \rho / \partial t = -\gamma \delta \Phi' \delta \rho \zeta$ with the energy density found from the RG equation in its local approximation:

$$\hat{\Phi}[\rho(x)] \approx \int d\rho \cdot \left( \nabla \rho \right)^2 + \hat{F}(\rho)$$

where $\hat{F}(\rho)$ is normalized to the critical temperature $\hat{F}(\rho) = F - \tau^2 \rho^2 - F(\rho = 0)$ solution of the local version of RG equation $\hat{R} \Phi' = 0$:

$$\hat{R} \Phi' = dF - \frac{d}{\hat{\rho}} \frac{\partial F}{\partial \rho} \hat{\rho}^2 + \left( \frac{\partial F}{\partial \rho} \right)^2 = 0$$

Despite of its visual simplicity, Eq. (20) is nonlinear and cannot be solved analytically. But, in contrast to functional equation $\hat{R} \Phi' = 0$ it is already an “ordinary” differential equation and it is easy to find physical branch $\hat{F}$ of its solution $\hat{R} \Phi' = 0$ numerically with a very high accuracy. Discrete data array $\hat{F}(\rho_k)$ has big enough number $N \gg 1$ of points $k=1,2,\ldots,N$, where each value of $\{\rho_k\}$ defines unique value of $\{\hat{f}_k\}$.

With a good accuracy, it can be used in the kinetic equation:

$$\partial \rho / \partial t = -\gamma \left( \hat{c} \rho \hat{\rho} + \hat{\rho}' / \hat{\rho} \right) + \zeta$$

instead of the analytic formulae for the energy, otherwise normally used before. Repeating the simulation with random initial conditions and with the random time-dependent noise $\zeta(r,t) = 0$, $\zeta(r,t) \zeta(r',t') = D_\zeta \delta(r-r') \delta(t-t')$ after long-time runs, we can get unlimited number of the realizations $\rho(r,t)$.

Direct observations of the simulation results show that every instant density distribution $\rho(r,t)$ contains many nuclei of different size. Then, the wider particular maximums of density are formed, the longer time they survive in the general landscape. It means that at large scales the total process of transformation becomes slower and slower. Besides, stronger correlation between the densities in different spatial positions appears.

In an extremely long run limit (when $t \rightarrow \infty$), density distribution $\rho(r,t)$ tends to the expected scale invariant structure. One can calculate correlation function $G(r-r') = \rho(r,t) \rho(r',t)$ at the fixed time moment $t$ and find this scaling correlation function. It means that $G(r-r') = \rho(r,t) \rho(r',t) \sim 1/|r-r'|^p$ depends as a power function on distance $|r-r'|$ between the points. This quite general result favors to the common observation that in many cases, irrespective of the specific features of the system under investigation, the evolution of the surface layer proceeds in a fairly universal manner.
5. CHEMICAL APPEARANCE OF FRactal SURFACES

One more example of automatic generation of fractal surfaces comes from the case, where in the immediate vicinity of the smooth flat interface of the two media in contact, a dense layer of one or more reaction products emerges, as a result of a chemical reaction. It was observed that in the process of growing this layer becomes more and more porous and rough. Gradually, an essentially inhomogeneous but, as a rule, scale invariant structure is formed, and the laws governing the growth of this structure are characterized by fractal dimension and growth exponent [9].

In addition to arousing purely scientific interest, the study of corrosion-front growth attracts attention because of its importance from the standpoint of practice, since in some applications the problem is closely linked to that of raising the efficiency of electric batteries. For instance, when a lithium anode is placed into an electrolyte containing SOCl₂ as an additive, due to the exceptionally high reactivity of lithium, a porous two-component layer of LiCl and SO₂ is formed at the surface of the anode. The presence of such a layer leads to what is known as a lag effect, when the element is stored for a long time. Micrographs of the surface layer show that the layer can be considered as a combination of a relatively dense initial layer with a subsequent transition to a fractal structure with an ever increasing porosity.

The highly universal properties manifested by different systems suggest that one can use universal growth models based on a combination of the ideas of continuum field theory and kinetic equations with a random source. Being fairly common in the theory of phase separation and fluctuation phenomena in phase transitions, the kinetic equations with a source of noise should be used cautiously in describing front growth, the reason being that, in contrast to phase transitions, where generation of the order parameter occurs in the bulk of the system, a random source cannot be considered additive. The generation of a finite density of components forming the front occurs only in the immediate vicinity of the already existing boundary. This means that in the case at hand the corresponding source in the equation must be multiplicative i.e., at least contain the density as a factor.

However, in recent publications, devoted to theoretical studies of phase diagrams and transitions in systems with multiplicative noise, it was noted that the presence of such strong noise can have a dramatic effect on the ordered structure and on the phase diagram, and may lead to the emergence of new nontrivial phases. In our case, this means that the model equation should be written in such a way so as to exclude additional difficulties associated with this noise.

From an experimental standpoint, the study of fractal corrosion structures is convenient since the corrosion front is observed directly in micrographs and the corresponding two-dimensional distributions of density can be studied explicitly. At the same time, the processes involved are very complex, and notwithstanding the continuing efforts, the theoretical models still remain extremely simple, although they presuppose a numerical analysis of the kinetic equations. Usually, only the density of a single distributed quantity that is considered the most important in each specific case is involved.

This is generally not the case in physicochemical processes, since usually two or more components participate in the reactions. No matter how subtle the description of a system by the single-component approach is, it is sufficient to replace the study of the system by an analysis of purely theoretical models. Given contemporary computer modeling
techniques, any attempt to reduce the problem to a single equation is more a tribute to the analytic tradition than a real necessity. Here we will demonstrate the feasibility of moving in this direction by the example of a two-component model formulated for the description of growth and corrosion of a broad class of porous surface layers initiated by chemical reactions.

Below we examine the simplest two-component case, assuming, as an example, that we are dealing with chemical reactions that proceed in a system with a contaminated lithium anode. The complete picture of the reactions in such a system is fairly complicated and can be expressed as follows: $Li\rightarrow Li^++e^-, 4Li^++4e^-+2SOCl_2\rightarrow 4LiCl+SO_2+S$.

Actually, we are interested only in the formation of a front consisting of lithium chloride LiCl contaminated by the reaction product SO$_2$ that concentrates near the surface. Bearing all this in mind, we can interpret the bare equation 9 as an initial equation for the evolution of the density of LiCl which we denote by $\rho_1(r,t)$. The corresponding coefficients and the source of noise will be labeled by the index “1”. By $\rho_2(r,t)$ we denote the density of SO$_2$. We model the local repulsion of the reaction products LiCl and SO$_2$ by a fixed-sign additional term in the effective energy of the system, $V_{12}(\rho_1,\rho_2)$, which in the lowest order that can be written $V_{12}(\rho_1,\rho_2)=B\rho_1^2\rho_2^2$. Equation of motion for the first density becomes $\partial \rho_1 / \partial t = -\gamma c_1 \Delta \rho_1 + \rho_1 (1-\rho_1) [C_1 + \zeta_1(r,t)] - B \rho_1 \rho_2^2 + f(\rho_2)$.

Here we have allowed for the fact that although both densities, $\rho_1$ and $\rho_2$, emerge as a result of the same reaction, the rate of formation of the dense components in $r \rho_1$ and $\rho_2$ may differ, so that generally $C_1 \neq C_2$. Obviously, the terms linear in $\rho_2$ cannot ensure that the increase in $\rho_2$ is stopped and is stabilized $\rho_2 \rightarrow 1$ in the static limit. We must also bear in mind that far from the front, there is no spontaneous generation of $\rho_2$, and hence the effective energy $V_2(\rho_2^2)=B\rho_2^2(1-\rho_2^2)$, whose variation yields the combination proportional to the function $f(\rho_2)=\rho_2(0.5-\rho_2)(1-\rho_2)$. It contains a barrier that separates the two similar minima at $\rho_2=0$ and $\rho_2=1$.

It can be shown that in the continuum approximation, with only the lowest harmonics in the energy (and hence Laplacian terms $\Delta \rho_{1,2}$ written in the equations), one has to add generation terms with the step-function cut-off factor $\Theta - \Theta_0 \int_{-\sigma}^{\sigma} d\rho_2(r) d\rho_2(r)$ of motion. It turns on the generation, when the density in some neighborhood $|r-r'|<\sigma$ exceeds critical threshold $a$. In other words, $\Theta \rightarrow 1$ when $\int_{-\sigma}^{\sigma} d\rho_2(r) d\rho_2(r)>a$ and $\Theta \rightarrow 0$ in the opposite limit.

Finally kinetic equations take the form:

$$
\partial \rho_1 / \partial t = \gamma c_1 \rho_1 \rho_2 + \rho_1 (1-\rho_1) [C_1 + \zeta_1(r,t)] \Theta - B \rho_1 \rho_2^2
$$

$$
\partial \rho_2 / \partial t = \gamma c_1 \rho_2 \rho_1 + \rho_1 (1-\rho_1) [C_2 + \zeta_2(r,t)] \Theta - B \rho_1 \rho_2^2 - \rho_2(0.5-\rho_2)(1-\rho_2).
$$

In purely local approximation, the system Eq. (22) can be reduced to the form of ordinary differential equations.
\[
\frac{\partial \rho_i}{\partial t} = \rho_i (1 - \rho_i) [C_i + \zeta_i (r, t)] \Theta - B \rho_i \rho_j^2
\]

(23)

\[
\frac{\partial \rho_i}{\partial t} = \rho_i (1 - \rho_i) [C_i + \zeta_i (r, t)] \Theta - B \rho_i \rho_j^2 - \rho_j^2 (0.5 - \rho_j) (1 - \rho_j).
\]

Here the scale of time is normalized to \( \gamma = 1 \).

The global structure of the phase portrait is depicted in Fig. 3 which presents a physically interesting realization of the portrait. The local system of equations Eq. (23) actually describes the evolution of the densities at each point in space without allowing for interaction between different points. In this approximation, the interaction is taken into account only via the initial conditions. Specifically, as the front arrives at a point in space, both densities \( \rho_1 \) and \( \rho_2 \) begin to be generated at that point, so that the physical scenario in the phase portrait in Fig. 5 corresponds to the trajectories that emerge in the neighborhood of the trivial point \( \rho_1 = \rho_2 = 0 \).

**Fig. 5** Phase portrait of local version of the kinetic equations describing growth of porous surface. Fixed points corresponding to possible combinations of local densities are marked by red color. Two well pronounced “large rivers” leading to the static final configurations are shown by the blue lines. Cloud of small gray points represents instant realizations of the densities numerically found for the exact nonlocal equations.

The separatrix connecting this point and the saddle point divides plane \( \{ \rho_1, \rho_2 \} \) into attracting basins for the two stable directly seen fixed points. Studying the behavior of the trajectories that start near the separatrix, we can predict several results of numerical modeling of the complete equations and, in the final analysis, the properties of real systems. In particular, we can easily predict the role of the source of noise. If the noise is strong, the phase trajectories can pass both above and below the separatrix, irrespective of the scenario according to which the front arrives at the given point.

Within a certain time interval after the arrival of the front, both densities \( \rho_{1,2} \) increase essentially simultaneously and very fast, to which the first maximum in the evolution rate
corresponds, as depicted in Fig. 4. Near the saddle point, there can be no further increase in \( \rho_{1,2} \). The rate \( W(t) \) rapidly decreases. At the same time, there is phase separation in the system, with one of the densities, \( \rho_1 \) or \( \rho_2 \), expelled from the given region in space. This is followed by a sharp increase in \( W(t) \) accompanied by a rapid buildup of the remaining component, a process that is slowed down near one of the stable fixed states. Evolution rate \( W(t) \) as a function of time is shown in Fig. 6.

\[
W(t) = [(\partial \rho_1 / \partial t)^2 + (\partial \rho_2 / \partial t)^2]^{1/2}
\]  

(24)

Fig. 6 Evolution rate \( W(t) \) as a function of time. Good correlation with the phase portrait (shown in the insert) is clearly seen. The particular trajectory for which \( W(t) \) is calculated is marked by red color. Low evolution rate corresponds to the vicinities of the fixed points and “large river” leading to final static configuration. Discrete set of black points represent the mean rate numerically found for the exact nonlocal equations.

The characteristic double-humped curves representing the evolution rate are indeed observed, when the complete system of equations is solved numerically. In accordance with the physics of the problem, the initial condition is selected in the form of a narrow strip of density \( \rho_1(r,t) \), near one of the boundaries of the two-dimensional system. Here the process of generation and separation of the densities \( \rho_{1,2}(r,t) \) is accompanied by the formation of characteristic dendritic spatial distributions of both densities.

The two densities are generated simultaneously in the vicinity of the front. However, in the absence of noise, the initial density distribution leads to the formation behind the front of a completely filled region. Numerical solution shows that further with time the front becomes discontinuous, and the expanding ordered region is transformed into a fractal. In Fig. 5, we use a copper scale to show a characteristic fragment of the system with a distribution of the total density that emerges at the intermediate stage in the transition from the homogeneous growth to the fractal growth. Contaminated regions and
regions of active growth are clearly visible. These are characterized by intermediate values of the densities which correspond to sections in Fig. 5 with intermediate shades of copper color.

Fig. 7 Two intermediate stages of the porous surface layer formation (from subplot (a) to (b)). With the time, such system can develop very complex structure with not simply fractal surface, but also with lacunas of a negative curvature, which effect in a strong increase of adhesion of the soft tissue contacting such a surface.

In comparison to the study of growth processes with models with only one fluctuating variable, the novel property of the system lies in the possibility of the emergence of voids filled with neither of the two components. When there is only one field, i.e. \( \rho_1(r,t) \) (such lacunae must be thought of as being filled with the other, “contaminating” component of density, \( \rho_2(r,t) \)), which in this case is not explicitly present in the equations. The model contains additional information about the second field \( \rho_1(r,t) \), which makes it possible to distinguish between the regions occupied by \( \rho_2(r,t) \) and the voids.

The mechanism of void formation is clearly seen in Fig. 7a, which for a small fragment of the front depicts a typical growth sequence. Three characteristic moments in time are singled out: the emergence of a dense initial layer, the emergence of the first dendritic protuberances, and the collapse of the first internal pores in a structure with a total density \( \rho(r,t) = \rho_1(r,t) + \rho_2(r,t) \). Well-formed voids are clearly visible in Fig. 7b.

Void formation is closely related to the ability of the “contaminant” \( \rho_2(r,t) \) to block the active sections of the front \( \rho_1(r,t) \) and, at least in principle, to terminate the growth process. As the pores collapse, the front usually continues to move in both directions. Naturally, the outer boundary \( \rho_1(r,t) \) is almost insensitive to the presence of a pore blocked somewhere inside the system and continues its forward motion. The inner boundary \( \rho_1(r,t) \) surrounding a pore is qualitatively similar to the outer boundary and can move “back,” up to the point, where it is completely blocked by sections with \( \rho_2(r,t) \). The scenario of the evolution of the system turns out to be exceptionally multifaceted and
under a slight variation of the coefficients of the model makes possible a reproduction of very realistic configurations of the densities \( p_1(r,t) \) and \( p_2(r,t) \).

6. FORMAL GENERATION OF FRACTAL SURFACES

It was an example of creation of the fractal surface by growth. Now, let us turn to more formal methods of numerical generation of surfaces. Depending on a particular problem, we use at least two ways to generate rough surface that is close to the fractal one. One is to apply Fourier expansion with the harmonics restricted between maximal and minimal wavelengths. Depending on the number of the waves and both limits, the surface will be more or less close to the real fractal one and include or not irregularities with small sizes [10].

Another way is to use random deposition of the Gaussians. Depending on their number, height dispersion, minimal and maximal widths, the surface will be closer to fractal or not. Many of biological surfaces have a structure made as a pattern of close objects with some specific scale. They can be more conveniently simulated by a set of deposed objects. That is why, for our studies we usually choose the second method, which easily provides such possibility.

In many cases, such surface appears as a result of random deposition of some particles, balls, block of some other objects. We definitely admit that the formal model completely ignores the fine structure of adhesion-like weakening at motion, fracture and restoration of the bonds, so on. Often just only two basic mechanisms are involved into our minimalistic models: attraction to the surface and energy dissipation. The first one actually restricts the scales, which we include to the surface by the irregularities close to the “size of contact points” (radius of attraction in the model). In particular, this limitation corresponds to a situation with adhesive terminal elements (spatulae) of attachment organs of different animals, which were studied elsewhere [11]. The spatulae practically ignore irregularities much smaller or larger than their size.

As result, such surfaces can be treated as almost flat. That is why we normally use here the surfaces with the irregularities comparable to the spatula. Such deposition with fixed interval of scales can be done either naturally or artificially. We will not concentrate on any specific case and discuss only a couple of more or less abstract examples. Despite of formal mathematical generality such approach helps in developing a simple, but realistic numerical model that might be useful, for example, in the study of animal spatula interaction with various substrate profiles. Formal models can well explain results of experimental studies, and also predict adhesion of animals to the real surface profiles depending on the dimension and stiffness of the spatula.

Previously, we studied such biological systems using numerically generated surfaces and compared the results obtained with the real 3D surface profiles obtained experimentally by depositing of spheres. In the purely numerical approach, different roughness of the surfaces can be achieved by depositing of spheres with defined radius on originally flat surface. To simulate this process numerically, we organized our procedure as follows.

At every given radius \( R \), we have taken an array of equal spheres, or circles in two-dimensional (D=1+1) case and placed them successively into the randomly chosen positions \( x_n \), where \( n=1,2,\ldots,N \). The number of the spheres \( N=\|L/R\| \) in the array was taken to be an integer value corresponding to the total number of the circles of radius \( R \).
which are necessary to cover the system of the length $L$ uniformly. Each sphere was added virtually to the corresponding segment of the surface:

$$\delta y_n(x, y) = \sqrt{R^2 - (x - x_n)^2}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (25)

Due to the random deposition, the segments can fall either on the top of already existing coverage or onto the empty space. As a result of such a deposition, the total surface gradually accumulates all the segments $y(x) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \delta y_n(x, y)$, which are generally speaking placed one on top of another one. This procedure can be easily generalized for D=2+1 surfaces. Typical realizations of such surfaces for different radii $R$ are presented in the Fig. 8.

![Fig. 8 Consequent stages of the formation of rough surface by the random deposition of the hard balls with fixed radius on the originally flat surface](image)

In many cases specific form of the deposed particles is not very important (or maybe not important at all). In such a case, one can treat random deposition procedure as an absolutely abstract way of constructing desirable surface. One of the simplest ways to do this in this case is to model rough surface $Z(x, y)$ by a random deposition of the Gaussians:

$$Z(x, y) = \sum_{n} G_n(x, y, \{x_n, y_n\}) = \sum_{n} a_n \exp\left[-\left((x - x_n)^2 + (y - y_n)^2\right)/\sigma_n^2\right]. \hspace{1cm} (26)$$

The advantage of this approach is its mathematical transparency. One can regulate everything by simple manipulation with varied positions, amplitudes and widths of the Gaussian functions. The only limitation is generally that the characteristic scale of the artificial surface irregularities should be adjusted to be smaller or comparable with the scale of the elements interacting with the surface (spatulae of animals, for example).

In particular, the typical distance between the hills and valleys of the randomly accumulated surface $Z(x, y) = \Sigma G_n$ can be regulated by the number of Gaussians. An additional convenience of the method is in the fact that one can even not control the amplitude of the asperities during accumulation of the sum $\Sigma G_n$. The amplitude of roughness after accumulation is finally regulated by the normalization $Z(x, y) \rightarrow A(Z(x, y) - \text{min}(Z))/(\text{max}(Z) - \text{min}(Z))$, where desirable amplitude $A$ can be chosen from the limit of the flat surface $A=0$ to the values comparable with the characteristic lengths of the system under consideration. Different variants of the rough surface generated by the random deposition of Gaussians are shown in Fig. 9.
One of the widely known reasons to generate numerical surface or potential $U$ is its application to tribology. Let us mention, in this context, a commonly used Prandtl-Tomlinson model that has proven to be successful in describing shear response in surface force apparatus configuration. This model describes the lateral motion of a driven plate and has the following form:

$$\frac{\partial^2 x}{\partial t^2} + \gamma \frac{\partial x}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial U(x)}{\partial x} + K(x-Vt) = 0$$ (27)

Here a driven plate of mass $M$ and the center-of-mass coordinate $x$ is pulled by a spring of a spring constant $K$. In standard Tomlinson equation that is normally applied to study atomically flat surfaces, $U(x)$ is the effective periodic potential $U(x)=U_0\cos(2\pi x/b)$ experienced by the plate due to the presence of an embedded system.

In some sense, such simple potential is also a particular realization of the surface pattern appearing on microscopic level, where its creation is regulated by the process of crystallization, which normally leads to an ideally periodic crystal lattice. Below for general theoretical study, we use dimensionless units normalized to characteristic microscopic scales and energies of the particular system under consideration. Parameter $\gamma$, as usually, is responsible for the dissipation. The spring is connected to a stage which moves with a velocity $V$.

Tomlinson equation was well supported microscopically, but usually people do not extend its application even to the mesoscopic scales. However, as we saw in many examples of the formation of many surfaces (may be better to say all the surfaces which we meet in normal life), the surface is dictated by frozen kinetics, which leads to the relief, which is quite far from an ideal periodic structure.

As a result, one partially knows how to relate the parameters that appear in Eq. (27) to the microscopic characteristics of the system, but cannot correlate them with the macroscopic friction. This problem is not solely limited to the friction studies, but appears also when dealing with adhesion. In the previous papers, we have seen how important it is for the study of attachment devices of animals, which have to adapt to real surfaces also on intermediate mesoscopic scales, but not only at the microscopic one, where pattern either can be approximately treated as a flat or even simply periodic [12].

So, what becomes a major problem here is that the mesoscopic structure of frictional surfaces is of a fractal character and thereby cannot be characterized by a certain wave vector (or even few ones), like it is normally used in applications of the Tomlinson model. On the other hand, it could be inconvenient or simply senseless to reproduce each time one of the physical or chemical processes described here. It is important to know,
how such surfaces appear, or maybe it becomes important, if the studied surface really has specific substructure with the periodicity important for the modeling.

However, if we can forget about underlining process and accept a naïve hypothesis that the majority of the surfaces are simply fractal, it is natural to extend the model into a directly generated pattern according to very formal mathematical definition of the fractal.

Let us consider a fractal potential of the form:

$$U(x) = U_0 \int_0^{q_2} dq_c(q) \cos(qx + \zeta), \quad c(q) = q^\beta$$  \hspace{1cm} (28)

Here $q_1$ and $q_2$ are characteristic cut off wave vectors and $\zeta(x)$ is the random phase that we assume $\delta$-correlated $<\zeta(q)\zeta(q')>=2\pi\delta(q-q')$. For the majority of physically interesting systems, index $\beta$ is close to $\beta \approx 0.9$. Below we will keep this value for definiteness.

For further study, it is convenient to go over to a discrete representation of the integral in Eq. (2) $\int dq_c(q) \rightarrow \Sigma$ with a discrete step between the wave vectors $\Delta q$ determined by the smallest vector $q_1$ corresponding to an inverse maximal length $l_{\text{max}}$ of the system, which equals normally to its size $l_{\text{max}}=L$. Total number $N_{\text{tot}}$ of the terms in the sum is given by $N_{\text{tot}} = q_2/q_1 = q_2/\Delta q$. The discrete approach is natural for our further numerical studies. It allows us to adjust the potential to different scales by a number of the modes included into summation $N_{\text{modes}} < N_{\text{tot}}$.

The Tomlinson model based on analytical definition of the potential is much simpler for computer implementation. The force is calculated using analytical formula at each time-step and procedure can be formally extended to infinite time-space runs. The modified fractal model operates with the data array $U_{\text{fractal}}(x) = U\{x_j\}$, where $j=1,2,\ldots N_{\text{modes}}$. It means that its numerical generation has to be extended to an infinite run too. For this sake, instead of Eq. (2), we use the following differential definition of the force caused by the fractal potential: $\partial U_{\text{fractal}}(x)/\partial x = \partial U/\partial x \Sigma q_c(q) \sin(qx + \zeta)$. It allows us to extend $U_{\text{fractal}}(x)$ infinitely each time, when $x$-coordinate runs out of the array bonds. For the numerical procedure, it means that the modified Tomlinson equation

$$\partial^2 x / \partial t^2 + \gamma \partial x / \partial t + \partial U_{\text{fractal}}(x) / \partial x + K(x-Vt) = 0$$ \hspace{1cm} (29)

is actually extended by an additional differential equation defining $U_{\text{fractal}}(x)/\partial x$, which is solved in parallel.

To study the scale dependence of friction force, one can generate a set of fractal potentials for different number of modes included ($N_{\text{modes}} < N_{\text{tot}}$). This number defines a cutoff wave vector $q_{\text{cutoff}} = \Delta q N_{\text{modes}}$ and the corresponding cutoff wave length $\lambda_{\text{cutoff}} = 2\pi/ q_{\text{cutoff}}$ of the potential. The potentials with different $N_{\text{modes}}$ can be treated as to the same potential "measured" with different spatial resolution. All space scales larger then the cutoff wave length are included in the potential $U_{\text{fractal}}(x)$ and should be treated explicitly in the frame of the dynamic model like Eq. (29).

Analogous procedure based on Fourier transformation can be extended to generate realistic 3D surface covering 2D plane. Typical fractal surface generated by the formal application of Fourier transformation shown in Fig. 10 by the colormap. The red color corresponds to the higher vertical coordinate. The second subplot in the same figure
presents 2D cross-section of the same surface along one of the horizontal lines. In some numerical experiments each such a crosssection can be used as a particular realization to accumulate statistics.

![Figure 10](image.png)

**Fig. 10** Fractal 3D surface generated by the formal application of Fourier transformation shown by the colormap. The red color corresponds to the higher vertical coordinate. The lower subplot presents 2D cross-section of the same surface along one horizontal line (the central line in this particular case). Both representations of the surface can be used in numerical experiments depending on the particular problem.

The generation of the structured surfaces is not limited only by the friction or adhesion problems. In principle, surface modification and functionalization through nanostructures is a well known way of producing desirable properties of various materials. However, it is not an innovation since it was employed by nature a long time before.

7. **COMBINATION OF DISCRETE AND CONTINUOUS TECHNIQUES**

The main idea of the simplification using a combination of two techniques is to substitute an original continuous problem by its combination with some preliminary applied discrete approach (which is used to get more or less final or, at least, almost stationary) configuration and further continuous density calculation.

Combination of the discrete and continuous approaches was applied to many different chemical and physical systems (including such underlying processes in biological systems) [13]. For example, it can be applied to study of superconducting or magnetic ordering in quasi 2-dimensional systems, or to study growth of surface structures, and so on. In all such cases, the real process involves an interaction of many spatially distributed densities and its direct simulation can cause extremely time consuming calculations. A famous example of such an approach is the study of topological phase transition in quasi 2-dimensional superconducting systems, mentioned above, where extremely complex
evolution of the superconducting vortices was substituted to some extend by a motion of “charged particles” [14]. This approach was found to be extremely fruitful and was even awarded by the Nobel Prize in 2016.

One important example is the surface nanostructure in the snakeskin that is supposed to reduce both abrasion and friction, as it has been previously shown for similar artificial nanostructures [15]. On the ventral surface of snakes, this nanostructure is typically constituted by arrays of the nano-dimples. One of the most widely spread structural arrangement type in biological systems is the hexagonal arrangement, which provides the highest packaging of the structure and the highest structure density. Visually arrays of nano-dimples remind such structure.

Fig. 11 Scanning electron microscopy image of the tail ventral scale in the snake Morelia viridis. The black shadowed gray circle marks a typical hexagonal arrangement of dimples, whereas both white and black circles mark five- and sevenfold symmetrical arrangement of dimples, respectively.

However, it is well known that there is no ideal arrangement in biological systems. Previously, we performed the analysis of the arrangement imperfections (disorder) using correlation analysis in a way similar to the previously used for other systems appearing as frozen kinetics [6]. Correlation analysis is expected to quantitatively reveal the difference in hexagonal nanostructure arrangements, and in the snakeskin. We will also suggest here a simple mathematical model that helped to explain the difference in these correlation functions and obtain some hints related to the mechanisms of formation of nanostructural patterns in biological systems additional to the previously discussed ones. In this model, the structure with the structure arrangement similar to that found in snakeskin appears due to the “freezing” of an overdamped relaxation. It is caused by a weak repulsion between the structures from an initially random distribution. Further, analogous
correlation analysis is applied to this model and its results are compared with the results of the correlation analysis of the real nanostructure arrangement in the snakeskin.

Power spectrum and distribution of distances between the nearest neighbors can be calculated for the snakeskin in the same manner as for any crystal microscopic structure. It was done and found that, despite of the structure in the snakeskin looks like hexagonally ordered: the power spectrum here does not demonstrate pronounced peaks, even in the first ring. It is because of the absence of highly-oriented domains with a prominent arrangement. At the same time, there is characteristic distance between the nearest neighbors, around 0.4 µm, because the first ring in the correlation function, matching the maximum probability of the distances, is well pronounced.

It can be assumed that isotropy of the correlation function, which does not show specific directions in dimple arrangement in the snakeskin, is important for e.g. maintaining isotropic tribological properties. The presence of a preferential direction implies a stress enhancement in some direction, and, therefore, material failure facilitation, as well as stronger abrasion.

Standard approach to weakly disordered hexagonal systems normally supposes application of the directly prescribed hexagonal arrangement, which is slightly perturbed from the originally perfect positions by a random noise of the displacements. In this approach, the particular amplitude of Gaussian random shifts might be appropriately adjusted to fit numerically found distribution of the distances close to the experimentally observed in real snakeskin.

Despite this, the arrangement of the snake nano-dimples has obviously different symmetry of its power spectrum compared to the simulated one. This result means that the nano-dimple spatial distribution can not be simulated by such naive slightly-randomized hexagonal configuration. Thus, real arrangement appears to be a result of some self-organization process caused by an interaction between nanostructures. In spirit of the approach presented here, one can perform generate, as an initial condition, an array of the randomly distributed dimples and apply short range repulsion between them with some potential. System of the dimples evolves according to the standard equation of motion for their centers: \( \partial r_i / \partial t = -\sum_j U(r_{ij}) / \partial r_i \). But, here we are actually interested not in an exact pattern, but rather in the shape of the distribution of distances and in the symmetry of the correlation function. They can be easily calculated at every single step of the simulation.

The total number of dimples in numerical array is completely predefined by the dimple number in a given observation area of the real system. As result, in the course of kinetic process, the mean distance between the dimples remains fixed by the restricted size of the observation area and the only parameters that change during the relaxation are the symmetry and shape of the distribution of distances. From the mathematical point of view, it means that the only one fitting parameter remains in the simulation. It is the width of the final distribution of distances. Relaxation process runs up to the moment, when its width coincides with the experimental one. It automatically defines a time moment, when the simulation has to be terminated. This stop immediately freezes the final configuration that is statistically close to the one observed in the real system.

Other well-known example of biologically produced structured surfaces are super-hydrophobic surfaces that gain this functional feature due to nano-structures of the surface, often due to the surface coatings by crystals or particles. We will talk later about biological inspirations for these kinds of technical solutions. Now let us mention that in material
science, surface coatings with regularly arranged globular particles have been produced by so-called colloidal lithography, a technique utilizing the self-assembly of nano-particles on the substrate surface. However, the range of producible patterns and properties of these coatings are still quite limited, as well as their durability. Therefore, the study of the close problems by numerical modeling seems to be promising for generating new solutions.

A very interesting and non-trivial problem, in particular, was raised by the study of water repellence and the ultrastructure of covering granules. Here we will be just interested in complex patterns, which can self-organize from frozen kinetics on the spherical surfaces of colloidal particles. Direct observation shows that fine structure of distribution of asperities on the surface of spheres is species-specific and probably depends on the interactions responsible for the appearance of these structures.

In order to gain a better understanding of the process of self-assembly and self-arrangement of nano-particles on spherical microstructures, we here apply a theoretical approach. In the spirit of previously described kinetic approach, we introduce a numerical model that allows us to test the effect of different interaction properties between the particles on the morphology of the eventual structure. Our results show good mutual correspondence with numerically found structures.

As in the previous example (snakeskin), the model of the systems under consideration is organized as a combination of both discrete and continuous approaches. From a general (physical, chemical and biological) point of view, one can expect that the observed structures appear in some kinetic process during which continuously an initially more or less uniformly distributed substance redistributes and solidifies in a 3-dimensional space. As always, our goal is to minimize calculation time, from one side, and to get transparent understanding of the process in the frame of relatively simple model.

In the particular case of the structuralized colloidal particles, the problem is complicated by the specific topology of the surface, on which the process runs, because the redistribution of the densities and their further solidification takes place directly on spheres [16]. Here, one has to deal with a kind of phase transition (or phase separation) inside a spherical layer. As far as we know, such a problem with geometrically frustrated assemblies was not widely studied in conventional physics and chemistry. However, in biological systems, such geometry is widespread, and therefore must be properly studied.

Topological complexity of the problem forces us to as simple as possible reduction of the numerical model, namely substitute an original continuous problem by a combination of discrete model to find almost stationary configuration and further continues density calculation.

Let us mention that such an approach is also applicable for the Tamme’s problem, where the study of kinetic ordering on a sphere can be substituted by a finding of equilibrium ordering of “N equal charges” on the sphere. In all these cases, it is important that, in the used approach, one can finalize a discrete distribution of the maximums or minimums of the densities, and only after getting the distributions to “dress” them by the continuous field with an expected density distribution.

However, it is important to note that in its classical mathematical form Tamme’s problem is treated as an optimization problem which can be formulated as follows: given a natural number n, place n points on the surface of a sphere in a way that maximizes the shortest distance between any two points. This question normally dictates maximal simplification of the problem (like limiting a number of points by special cases, which allow analytical solution, or limiting of their interaction by the simple Coulomb one).

Our goal here is almost an opposite one. We study which particular structures can appear at different interactions and how they reproduce the observed ones. These
structures are certainly not optimal, and in many cases, the distribution of final densities, being generated by frozen kinetics, is even extremely inhomogeneous. It rather reminds study of structural phase transitions between different phases in solid state physics depending on the relations between the interactions. However, it differs from the standard physical studies due to new atypical confinement of the geometrically frustrated assemblies of particles on the spherical surface.

According to these ideas, we organize the procedure as follows. At the first stage, we randomly distribute some number of particles (further nucleation centers for the densities) on the surface of the sphere. At this stage, the most important parameters are the relationships between the sphere with radius $R_s$, number of particles $N$, and the characteristic distance of repulsion interaction $R_0$ between them.

More specifically, the model and the numerical procedure was described earlier in one of the previous papers [16]. Here we mention only that total interaction can be chosen alternatively as just a pure short range repulsion: $U_1(|\vec{r}_j - \vec{r}_k|)$, or as a combination of both repulsion and attraction $U_2(|\vec{r}_j - \vec{r}_k|)$ terms. The second variant leads to a typical effective potential with minimum $U_{interaction}(|\vec{r}_j - \vec{r}_k|) = U_1(|\vec{r}_j - \vec{r}_k|) + U_2(|\vec{r}_j - \vec{r}_k|)$, which determines an equilibrium distance between the particles reachable in long time asymptotics.

The mostly nontrivial aspect of the situation here is that the particles have to move confined to the sphere. From the mathematical point of view, it means that we apply a strong potential, $U_{sphere}(|\vec{r}_j - \vec{R}_s|)$ which attracts them to the surface of given radius $R_s$. If this potential is strong enough, despite of (relatively weak) repulsion $U_{sphere} \gg U_1$ between the particles, they practically can not leave the spherical surface.

The equation of motion for the “particles” takes the form: $\frac{\partial \vec{r}_j}{\partial t} = -\gamma \sum_k A_{interaction} (|\vec{r}_j - \vec{r}_k|) + U_{sphere} (|\vec{r}_j - \vec{R}_s|) / \epsilon \vec{r}_j$. During the routine, the particles dynamically rearrange with a rate, which gradually goes down with time. It is one of the particular implementation of the so-called “a large river effect”. A particular realization of this procedure is shown in Fig. 12.

As usual, one can control this slow-down calculating mean velocity of the particles and stop the procedure, when velocity becomes negligible. Certainly, as we already discussed before, the particles can never reach real “ground state”. Especially, it is correct for the spherical surface. But, at long time run, they get some stationary distribution which looks quite realistically. It is what we expect for the “large river” (or frozen kinetics) in a real system. The final stage of the simulation is to “dress” the spherical surface $\rho_j (\vec{r})$ and nucleation centers (particles) by the continuous density distributions.

Fig. 12 Combination of the discrete and continual approaches in a single model. At the first stage of the calculation, a discrete array of the interacting points, randomly...
placed on the sphere (a), dynamically orders itself into a frozen, almost static configuration (b), which is “dressed” by the continuous density (c).

The total density around the nucleation centers should be accumulated by a summation of all the particles $\rho_{\text{tot}}(r) = \sum_j \rho_j(r) + \rho_f(r)$. It can be proven that each numerically found pattern is determined by a relation between the area of the sphere and the size of the particles on one side (or density of them on the surface), and the interaction between the particles on the other side.

According to general discussion, we can not directly visualize obtained continuous density distributions as a projection on the 2d surface of the plots. But, in standard manner, we can plot the surfaces corresponding to any constant density and compare them with the data of real structures.
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